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ROLL ON THE ROLLAWAY
Words by ROGER LAUGHS
Music by AL BROWN

CHORUS

Roll with me on the roll-away, Roll my eyes away, Roll on night and day.

Roll on a-round to the music, No matter what tune they play

May's the time you have strayed with me, Love tales told to me,

But they're old to me, Come let's be gay while the music they fill the heart with happiness or sadness, night and day.
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LOVE RULES THE WORLD
Words by BETSEY SLATER WHITIION
Music by LEO FRIEDMAN

REFRAIN

Love, rules the world, Where-er you may stray, It

fills the heart with happiness, Or sadness, night and day, In
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HOW'DY HIRAM
BARN DANCE
Moderato
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DIXIE DARLINGS
TWO-STEP
Moderato
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